At Dell we are proud of the strong relationship that has been forged through years of close collaboration with customers in the UK Public Sector. Many of these customers buy our products and services through well established Public Sector Frameworks in the knowledge that these solutions will have been rigorously scrutinised for their quality, suitability and value for money.

Across many of these Frameworks our solutions are regularly ranked among the best, something that we attribute to our on-going commitment to producing standards-based, capable and affordable solutions that give our customers the power to do more.

This directory is intended as a quick reference guide to help you identify the Frameworks through which you can access Dell solutions. You will also find the contact details of my colleagues who are there to help you with any questions that you have regarding the Frameworks, our solutions or the process by which you can engage with Dell.

I hope you find the guide useful.

Kind regards,

Richard Rawcliffe
General Manager - Dell UK Public Sector
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Healthcare

- Scottish Procurement Tablets Framework
  - Dell is the Windows 8 tablet supplier for the Scottish Procurement Tablet Framework. The Dell Venue 8 Pro and Venue 11 Pro tablets are available through Scottish Procurement Lot 2 – Managed Services under £1M per annum. Services including desktop, server & helpdesk support, data centre services, application development, hosting, DR and consultancy.

- RM1557 - G-Cloud - 6 ITaaS, SaaS and Specialist Cloud-based Services. Framework includes Dell V Cloud, cloud integration services, compliance, cloud security and risk services, managed hosting, managed SaaS, managed cloud services, cloud consulting services, cloud technical services, hybrid cloud services.

- NSSA - National Server & Storage Agreement
  - Available nationally to all of the six (APUC, LUPC, SUPC, HEPCW, NEUPC and Value Wales) and can be used to source IT and cloud services and associated peripherals.

- NEPA - National Education Printer Agreement
  - Available nationally to all of the six (APUC, LUPC, SUPC, HEPCW, NEUPC and Value Wales) and can be used to source printers and multifunctional printers including managed print services.

- Janet (UK) Framework Account - Networking
  - Available nationally to all of the six (APUC, LUPC, SUPC, HEPCW, NEUPC and Value Wales) for the purpose of obtaining core network products and services.

- NHS Commercial Solutions Framework
  - Available nationally to all of the six (APUC, LUPC, SUPC, HEPCW, NEUPC and Value Wales). The framework is established to provide an easy to use route for purchases with Dell supporting channel partners.

- NOE CPC - IT Infrastructure Hardware & Accessories Agreement
  - Available nationally to all of the six (APUC, LUPC, SUPC, HEPCW, NEUPC and Value Wales) and provides an easy to use route for IT infrastructure hardware and accessories.

- Regional

- Defend & Security Framework
  - The Crescent Purchasing Consortium (CPC) Network Hardware & Services including Servers & Data Storage Framework Agreement is available nationally to the Further Education Sector (FES) and covers a wide range of IT infrastructure solutions which includes servers, storage, networking, security, consultation and services.

- Further Education Framework
  - The Crescent Purchasing Consortium (CPC) Desktop Hardware & Peripherals Framework Agreement is available nationally to the Further Education Sector (FES) and covers a wide range of IT infrastructure solutions which includes desktops, thin client devices, notebooks, tablets, interactive whiteboards, printers, monitors, accessories and audio visual equipment.

- Regional

- NHS Framework
  - The NHIF Framework - CPC framework. DHU and NHS have the ability to procure new IT hardware and data protection solutions along with software maintenance and application development. This is available to the NHS.

- Defence & Security Framework
  - The Framework is open to the members of The North of England CPC as well as the wider NHS through an associate member scheme. This enables users to source your requirements via a streamlined and efficient procurement process without the need for a further full OJEU.